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I want to get into mobile development and I'm having difficulty choosing between IOS and Android. One day I want only the ones and the next it's just android. Should I learn both eventually or just specialize in one? Thanks.Page 2 34 reviews In terms of app development with in an addition to Unity. I say for miles that Android development
is much easier and more accessible. I felt I got the support of Android development, they are easy to follow step by step with visual and what it requires.payment once, Easy to understandA lot of tools to play, Community feedbackNo helleasy development to publish APPOn IOS oh hell no! IOS requires you to create APPID and GAMEID
certification, and in that certification you had to create a keychain from your Mac. And in that certification you have to enable things. Then back to xcode you have to enable the same feature, but in xcode!, then you have to create a page for iTunes connect with restricted image for each platform, not scalable image, create a logo for iTunes
or xcode or even drive. The workflow in iOS development is hell and takes a long time to publish. There is no idea how to implement Game Center.payment every yeartraat the developer as trashsupposedly be the most popular platform than google... If ios wasn't popular, all developers will drop that platform. I felt like I was jumping hoops,
all the time and I need the latest update, screwing my development progress So what's your opinion? Page 2 10 Hey comments, I played a little with iOS and Android and I made medium size apps for both platforms. I'm in my senior year for CS and I'm really thinking about mobile development as a career choice. So far, I've been enjoying
iOS more than Android, but I wondered if there are other factors to choose iOS over Android? Finally, is investing a year of self-study enough to qualify as a junior iOS development? Page 2 114 comments After reading the r/iOSprogramming thread in the opposite direction, I would like to hear everyone's opinion that is on the other side of
the spectrum. Page 2 197 Hello comments, I am a CS student. I've been learning Rails in the last few months, and I've also gotten a pretty decent paid internship at a rail shop over the summer. However, in two years when I have finished my bachelor's degree, I would like to travel a little, and if possible, live off the passive income
generated by apps/independent work. I feel that this is harder to achieve on webdev, compared to mobile development due to the nature of customers who actually pay for apps on mobile platforms. My question is which of the iOS and Android platforms would be best suited for this style. I don't intend to win a big money, but enough to
maintain a cheap travel lifestyle in Asia or Eastern Europe for a year or two. Page 2 30 reviews What are the biggest differences and development challenges for Android compared to iOS? Thank you! Page 2 6 Comments Where I want to work, I have the to choose either. I've been learning some basics of Swift and IOS, and I also
learned the basics of Android before. I have an Android phone, but I want to get an iPhone next (if that really means anything?). I am also concerned about what the market demands in the coming years and etc., does IOS seem to be better? Any suggestions on which path to take? EDIT: I'm probably going to do Swift. More answers
would be greatly appreciatedPage 2 51 comments I love programming in Android Studio, but I can never see myself switching from my iPhone to an Android. As a beginner who is interested in developing consumer apps, this makes it a little less fun/exciting because everyone I know prefers iPhone and I really can't get people excited
about the things I have and potentially create. So my question is, in the eye of the developers, is Android on the right path to becoming the most used phone in the US? and if not, what keeps you excited about Android development instead of iOS? Page 2 55 reviews I'm really stuck in to learn the development for the first... Over time, one
should learn both, but I am a complete beginner. Does it really come down to personal preferences? Waiting to read your answers! Page 2 74 Comments Comments
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